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Abstract: This paper is based on the background
of the 2nd Wireless Communication Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI) Competition (WAIC) which is hosted by
IMT-2020(5G) Promotion Group 5G+AI Work Group,
where the framework of the eigenvector-based chan-
nel state information (CSI) feedback problem is firstly
provided. Then a basic Transformer backbone for
CSI feedback referred to EVCsiNet-T is proposed.
Moreover, a series of potential enhancements for deep
learning based (DL-based) CSI feedback including
i) data augmentation, ii) loss function design, iii)
training strategy, and iv) model ensemble are intro-
duced. The experimental results involving the compar-
ison between EVCsiNet-T and traditional codebook
methods over different channels are further provided,
which show the advanced performance and a promis-
ing prospect of Transformer on DL-based CSI feed-
back problem.
Keywords: MIMO; CSI feedback; Deep learning;
Transformer

I. INTRODUCTION

The physical layer is the basis for ensuring the quality
of communication services for a wireless communica-
tion system. As a critical technology in physical layer
for the fifth generation (5G), the massive multiple-
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input multiple-output (MIMO) will also be integral in
the sixth generation (6G) to meet the growing needs of
the mobile data traffic. Specifically, the channel state
information (CSI) feedback is indispensable in mas-
sive MIMO to ensure that the base station (BS) can
accurately obtain the channel quality and perform fur-
ther resource allocation, data transmission, etc.

To fully explore the potential of massive MIMO, ac-
curate CSI feedback can be conducted based on the
codebook based mechanism including TypeI and en-
hanced TypeII (eTypeII), which have been standard-
ized in release 16 (R16) by 3rd Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) [1–3] and widely used for CSI
feedback in current 5G new radio (NR) system. How-
ever, since the performance of such a scheme depends
on the codebook, beam vector quantization error by
codebook is inevitable, and the complexity of code-
book design and the corresponding feedback overhead
will increase significantly with the growing number of
antennas and subcarriers, which brings considerable
challenges to codebook based methods.

The core contributions are summarized as follows.

• With 2nd Wireless Communication Artificial In-
telligence (AI) Competition (WAIC) as the back-
ground, a framework of eigenvector-based CSI
feedback is introduced, where the system-level
channel model for dataset and eigenvector-based
system model provide a strong and effective guid-
ance for future system design, performance eval-
uation and protocol specification in task of deep
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learning (DL) based CSI feedback.

• Based on the provided framework, a Transformer
backbone for CSI feedback referred to EVCsiNet-
T is proposed, which processes all eigenvectors of
the CSI as a squence using self-attention mecha-
nism and can potentially be a plausible and con-
vincing baseline for research of CSI feedback in
academia and recent study item of 3GPP.

• Beyond the backbone of EVCsiNet-T, a series of
potential enhancements including data augmenta-
tion, loss function design, training strategy and
model ensemble which can be exploited to further
improve the performance of the backbone are in-
troduced.

• To demonstrate the advanced performance and a
promising prospect of Transformer on DL-based
CSI feedback, we conduct various numerical ex-
periments involving the comparison between the
EVCsiNet-T and traditional codebook methods
over different channels.

The structure of this paper is as follows, the back-
ground including the relevant works and the 2nd
WAIC with the task of DL-based eigenvector-based
CSI feedback are introduced in Section II. The frame-
work system model and channel model involved in the
2nd WAIC are depicted in Section III. A basic Trans-
former backbone for CSI feedback named EVCsiNet-
T is proposed in Section IV. Moreover, a series of
potential enhancements for DL-based CSI feedback is
introduced in Section V. Finally, experimental results
and a brief conclusion are provided in Section VI and
VII, respectively.

II. BACKGROUND

2.1 Relevant Works

Since the DL has gained great successes in the fields of
computer vision (CV) and natural language process-
ing (NLP), the combination of wireless communica-
tion and DL has also attracted great attention in recent
years [4–6]. The study item (SI) named ‘study on arti-
ficial intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML) for NR
air interface‘ has been established in 3GPP release 18
(R18) in which DL-based CSI feedback is regarded as
an important use case [7–10]. In academia, DL-based
CSI feedback has been widely studied since it can si-
multaneously achieve higher compression and recov-

ery accuracy and lower feedback overhead [11–25].
CsiNet [12] is firstly proposed whose encoder and de-
coder are constructed by convolutional neural network
(CNN) to conduct CSI compression and recovery at
the user equipment (UE) and BS, respectively. Fur-
thermore, a series of follow-up studies designed based
on various kinds of CNNs [13–19] and long short-term
memory (LSTM) [20] have been proposed to further
improve the CSI feedback performance. It can be no-
ticed that most studies originated from CsiNet mainly
focus on the full channel state information (F-CSI)
feedback, where the whole downlink channel matrix
is compressed and recovered at encoder and decoder,
respectively. However, the solution for CSI feedback
discussed in 3GPP is based on the compression and
feedback of the eigenvector of the channel matrix,
which is the main application in current 5G system.
Therefore, besides the DL-based F-CSI feedback, it
is necessary to study the eigenvector-based CSI feed-
back using DL methods, which can achieve direct fair
performance comparison with the existing codebook
based solutions. Different from the DL-based F-CSI
feedback, EVCsiNet [6] is introduced which concen-
trates on eigenvector-based CSI feedback. However,
the current research on eigenvector-based CSI feed-
back is still relatively preliminary calling for more ex-
ploration, which thus is the main focus of this paper.

2.2 Wireless Communication AI Competition

In order to further explore the practical applica-
tion of AI in wireless communication systems, IMT-
2020(5G) Promotion Group 5G+AI Work Group held
the 2nd WAIC in July 2021 with a topic of AI En-
lightens Wireless Communication which is still com-
mitted to promoting the deep integration and mutual
promotion of the wireless communication and AI. The
2nd WAIC focuses on the task of Performance Im-
provement of DL-based CSI feedback and DL-based
channel estimation. As one of the tasks, DL-based
CSI feedback aims to evaluate the performance of DL-
based CSI recovery and feedback overhead reduction
with classic data-set on 3GPP system-level channel
model. Since the high degree of integration between
the task and the industry, there are more than 300

teams involving the contestants from related compa-
nies, universities and research institutes participate in
the competition. Focusing on the schedule of the com-
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Table 1. Dataset parameter settings for 2nd WAIC.

Parameter Value
Channel model UMa & NLoS

Carrier frequency Fc 3.5GHz
Subcarrier spacing Bsc 15KHz

Number of resource blocks NRB 48
Number of subbands Nsb 12

Number of Tx antennas Nt 32
Number of Rx antennas Nr 4

UE speed 3km/h
Number of cells Nc 57

Number of UEs in training set Ntrain 3000
Number of UEs in testing set Ntest 400

Number of sampling slots Nslot 200
Number of interval slots T 50

petition, the two-month online results submission for
participants and the one-day offline seminar for inter-
ested researchers provide a good opportunity for tech-
nical exploring and sharing.

As for the task of DL-based CSI feedback in 2nd
WAIC, the participants achieve excellent results and
there are six over top ten teams utilize the Transformer
[26] architecture as the backbone for model design.
The Transformer architecture was firstly proposed to
solve problems in the field of natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) and computer vision (CV) [27], and the
successful utilization in 2nd WAIC shows great poten-
tial of Transformer in the DL-based CSI feedback task.

In the following, based on the background of
2nd WAIC, the details of the i) dataset construction
method, ii) the Transformer solution for CSI feedback
and iii) the noteworthy enhancing schemes for CSI
feedback are introduced. The corresponding exper-
imental results are also provided. With the success
of the competition, it becomes an unprecedented way
to promote the integration of 5G and AI by involving
academic and industrial research and development to
solve typical wireless problems with AI tools.

III. FRAMEWORK OF EIGENVECTOR-
BASED CSI FEEDBACK

3.1 Channel Model

3GPP technical report (TR) 38.901 [28] entitled
‘Study on channel model for frequencies from 0.5 to
100 GHz‘ helps to properly model and evaluate the
performance of physical layer techniques using the ap-

propriate channel model. Since the channel models in
TR 38.901 are recognized and typical, the study of CSI
feedback based on these channel models is appropriate
and persuasive. As a benchmark channel for simula-
tion and performance evaluation in 3GPP, the system
level three-dimensional channel model is adopted in
this paper to reflect the channel characteristics in real-
istic environments. Specifically, four types of channel
models including urban-macro (UMa), urban-micro
indoor-hotspot, and rural-macro are defined in TR
38.901, and we selectively consider the UMa model
with pure non-line-of-sight (NLoS). The system-level
time domain downlink channel matrix Ht can be writ-
ten as

Ht =

Nd∑
d=1

H̃d =

Nd∑
d=1

Ld∑
l=1

H̃d,l, (1)

where H̃d,l and Ld denote the channel of l-th sub-
path and the total number of sub-paths in the d-th
cluster, respectively. Note that the channel defined
in TR 38.901 is considered, where each sub-path
H̃d,l is generated with different angle-of-departures,
angle-of-arrivals, angle-spreads in both azimuth and
zenith domains, power and delay distributions, and
initial phases, etc, therefore the small-scale fading of
frequency selective also occurs. Moreover, due to
the frequency selection characteristics of the chan-
nel, CSI of different subcarriers are different, which
introduces the subband-based CSI feedback. More-
over, Nslot × NUE channel samples are provided in
related dataset, where Nslot slots are uniformly sam-
pled with T continuous interval slots for each UE,
NUE = Ntrain + Ntest denotes the number of ran-
domly distributed UEs in Nc cells, Ntrain and Ntest

represent the numbers of UEs in training and test-
ing set, respectively. The corresponding channel and
dataset parameter settings in 2nd WAIC are shown in
Table 1. Note that in order to balance the difficulty
of the competition for the contestants and make the
score distribution of the leaderboard reasonable, fre-
quency selective fading of the channel is further re-
duced. The dataset (Data-WAIC2nd.zip) and an ex-
ample code (reference model WAIC2nd EVCsiNet-
T.zip) involved in 2nd WAIC are released in the page
of ’News’ of Wireless-Intelligence 1 which is a chan-
nel database website provided for AI-based wireless
communication research. Since the dataset are con-

1https://wireless-intelligence.com/
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Figure 1. Illustration of gray scale of energy for one sam-
ple.

structed and modified based on 3GPP specification,
the results on this channel dataset have strong guiding
significance for further research on the future commu-
nication system design and protocol specification.

3.2 System Model

We consider a typical MIMO system with Nt trans-
mitting antennas at BS and Nr receiving antennas at
UE. Due to the frequency selection characteristics of
the channel, CSI of different subcarriers are different,
which introduces the subband-based CSI feedback by
dividing the full bandwidth into multiple subbands for
feedback. By conducting fast Fourier transform (FFT)
on the time domain downlink channel matrix Ht de-
scribed in Section 3.1, the downlink channel in the fre-
quency domain can be given as

Hf =
[
H1,H2, · · · ,HNsb

]
, (2)

where Nsb represents the number of subbands consist-
ing of 4 resource blocks (RBs) as the basic feedback
granularity, and Hk ∈ CNr×Nt , 1 ≤ k ≤ Nsb indi-
cates the downlink channel of the kth subband. Ac-
cording to the application of the current 5G system, the
solution for CSI feedback is based on the compression
and feedback for the eigenvector of the channel matrix.
However, most existing academia researches [11–25]
for DL-based CSI feedback mainly concentrate on full
CSI compression and recovery, which is incomparable
with the current Type I and eType II codebook based
mechanisms with eigenvector CSI operation defined

by 3GPP. Moreover, since the study item named ’study
on artificial intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML)
for NR air interface’ has been established in 3GPP
R18 in which DL-based CSI feedback is regarded as
an important use case [7–10], the study for advanced
structure of neural network (NN) and comparison be-
tween DL-based methods and codebook based meth-
ods are significant and indispensable. These motivate
the study of this paper, and the DL-based CSI feed-
back for eigenvector considered in this paper can also
achieve fair comparison with the traditional codebook
based mechanism including TypeI and eTypeII in the
5G system. Assuming ideal channel estimation at UE
and implementing the single layer downlink transmis-
sion, the corresponding eigenvector for the kth sub-
band wk ∈ CNt×1 with normalization ||wk||2 = 1,
can be utilized as the downlink precoding vector and
calculated using eigenvector decomposition, i.e.,

HH
k Hkwk = λkwk, (3)

where λk represents the maximum eigenvalue of
HH

k Hk. As all Nsb eigenvectors should be feeded
back to the BS for downlink precoding, total NsbNt

complex coefficients forNsb subbands should be com-
pressed and recovered using NN. Thus a CSI sample i
across total Nsb subbands can be writen as

Wi =
[
w1,i,w2,i, · · · ,wNsb,i

]
∈ CNt×Nsb . (4)

The gray scale of W is also described in Fig. 1, where
x-axis indicates the subband index and y-axis indi-
cates the corresponding Tx antenna index, and deeper
color means the smaller energy of the corresponding
channel element. For CSI compressing and feedback,
a DL-based CSI feedback scheme is implemented as
shown in Fig. 2, where a CSI sample W is compressed
to a bitstream s of lengthM using a DL encoder at UE.
Then the CSI W is recovered from the feedback bit-
stream s exploiting the DL decoder at the BS. More-
over, denoting the test set W consisting of |W| CSI
samples where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set, the
average squared generalized cosine similarity (SGCS)
is usually utilized to evaluate the CSI compression and
recovery accuracy as follows
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Figure 2. Illustration of DL-based E-CSI feedback scheme.

ρ(W,W ′) =
1

|W|Nsb

|W|∑
i=1

Nsb∑
k=1

( ‖wH
k,iw

′
k,i‖2

‖wk,i‖2‖w′k,i‖2

)2
,

(5)

where ρ(W,W ′) ∈ [0, 1], ‖ · ‖2 denotes the `2 norm,
W ′ represents the predicted eigenvector CSI set, wk,i

and w′k,i represent the kth eigenvectors of ith sample
in W and W ′, respectively. A higher SGCS perfor-
mance indicates higher CSI compression and recovery
accuracy. Based on the basic requirements of wireless
communication, the 2nd WAIC focuses on the SGCS
performance under different feedback overhead in a
complex channel environment. The model design with
M = 48 and M = 128 bits are required which cor-
respond to low feedback overhead scenario and high
feedback overhead scenario, respectively. The final
score is obtained by averaging the SGCS performance
of the two scenarios.

IV. A TRANSFORMER BACKBONE FOR
CSI FEEDBACK

Recently, Transformer [26] based solution shows great
potential in CSI feedback, whose natural encoder-
decoder structure is quite suitable for respectively im-
plementing at the UE and BS. By implementing Trans-
former for CSI feedback, a specific domain of the
channel such as paths, antenna pairs, or subbands can
be treated as the sequence inputs and processed by
self-attention block, which is similar to the sequen-
tial processing issue in NLP and benefits the extrac-
tion of unique characteristics of the wireless channel.
Here, a Transformer backbone referred to EVCsiNet-
T for solving CSI feedback is introduced, where all
subbands are regarded as a sequence. By splitting the

Embedding
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Figure 3. Illustration of architecture of EVCsiNet-T.

real and imaginary parts of a complex CSI sample, the
input of the EVCsiNet-T can be written as

Ŵ = [Re(W)T, Im(W)T]T ∈ R2Nt×Nsb , (6)

where the subscript i indicating the index of a sam-
ple is omitted to simplify the representation, and Re(·)
and Im(·) denote the real and imaginary parts of a ma-
trix, respectively. To implement the CSI feedback, the
EVCsiNet-T solves the following problem during the
training phase, i.e.,

min
ΘE,ΘD

L(Ŵ,Ŵ′), (7)

where ΘE and ΘD denote the weights of encoder and
decoder of EVCsiNet-T, respectively, andL(·) denotes
the loss function such as mean square error (MSE),
minus cosine similiarity, etc.

The architecture of EVCsiNet-T is depicted in Fig.
3 in detail which consists of encoder and decoder.
Each vector of subband in the input CSI matrix is
firstly processed by an embedding layer with embed-
ding dimension of Ne and positionally encoded by
adding a learnable position vector. Then Nb basic
blocks are sequentially introduced to conduct the fea-
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ture extraction. Moreover, a flatten layer and a dense
layer with M/B units are implemented in order to
adapt the length of feedback bits, where B is the num-
ber of quantization bits andM denotes the total length
of feedback bits. Finally, a uniform quantization layer
is employed to transform the floating number vector
with length of M/B to the bitstream.

As for the decoder, the fed back bitstream is con-
verted to a vector of float numbers using the dequan-
tization layer. Next, a dense layer with NeNsb units
using gaussian error linear units (GELU) activation
function is employed, whose output is reshaped to a
Ne × Nsb matrix. After that, Nb basic blocks are se-
quentially deployed to extract the features, whose out-
put is flattened and processed by a dense layer with
2NtNsb units and activation function of GELU. Fi-
nally, the reshape layer is implemented to obtain the
output with the shape of the original CSI.

The basic block can be the core component in both
encoder and decoder, in which the input is firstly pro-
cessed by a multi-head attention layer [26] with the
number of heads Nhead and then added to the short-
cut from the input of the block. A layer normalization
and feedforward network are sequentially conducted
where the feedforward network is constructed by two
dense layers with the number of units {khNe, Ne}
sandwiching a GELU, where kh denotes the scaling
factor of hidden layer. The shortcut from the input of
feed forward network is also added to the output and a
layer normalization is implemented finally.

V. POTENTIAL ENHANCEMENTS

Different from the image data and sequence data re-
spectively in CV and NLP, the channel data obtained
from wireless communication system has some unique
features, which call for more suitable tactics for per-
formance enhancing. Specifically, based on the back-
bone introduced in Section IV, there are also a series of
enhancing schemes for DL-based CSI feedback during
the 2nd WAIC, which can further improve the perfor-
mance of the model and are introduced in more detail
in this section.

5.1 Data Augmentation

The data augmentation approach is widely utilized to
improve the diversity of the training data and alleviate

the overfitting problem. There are a number of data
augmentation approaches exploited in the competition
including noise injection, flipping, shift, and rotation,
which are introduced in detail in this subsection.

5.1.1 Noise Injection

Noise injection refers to adding noise to the training
data which is shown in Fig. 4 (a). The noise is
typically drawn from the various statistical distribu-
tions. In general, the noise is injected with a zero-
mean Gaussian distribution, under which condition the
injection process can be mathematically written as

Waug = W + αΥ, η ∼ N (0, σ2), (8)

where Waug denotes the augmented CSI tensor, W
denotes the noise-free CSI tensor, Υ represents the
noise tensor with the same shape as the CSI tensor W
and with elements sampled from a Gaussian distribu-
tion N (0, σ2), and α is the coefficient that scales the
magnitude of the injected noise, respectively.

5.1.2 Flipping

The flipping method for CSI considers flip the CSI ten-
sor according to the dimension of subband or antenna
pairs. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), for a CSI tensor

W =
[
w1,w2, · · · ,wNsb

]
∈ CNt×Nsb (9)

as an example, where wk ∈ CNt×1 denotes the corre-
sponding eigenvector for the kth subband, the flipping
procesure according to the dimension of subband can
be written as

Waug =
[
wNsb

,wNsb−1
, · · · ,w1

]
∈ CNt×Nsb , (10)

where Waug denotes the augmented CSI tensor and
flipping in antenna paire dimensions can be easily gen-
eralized..

5.1.3 Shifting

Shifting method considers to shift along a certain di-
mension of the tensor according to the step size, which
can change the position of the content of the tensor.
Fig. 4 (c) shows the cyclic shifting of a CSI tensor W
on the dimension of subband. It shifts the last subband

6 China Communications
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Figure 4. Data augmentation schemes.

to the first position for p times, which can be written
as

Waug =
[
wNsb−p+1, · · · ,wNsb

,w1, · · · ,wNsb−p
]
,

(11)
where wk ∈ CNt×1 denotes the corresponding eigen-
vector for the kth subband and Nsb denotes the num-
ber of subbands. Different from the cyclic shifting,
there can also be another method refered to random
shift achieves data augmentation by randomly shuf-
fling the subbands, which is shown in Fig. 4 (d). In
more detail, cyclic shift can generate at most Nsb − 1

samples based on one raw data sample while random

shift does at mostNsb!−1 samples. Therefore random
shift can provide more diversity of data augmentation
than cyclic shift. However, since the relationship of
adjacent subbands does not change when cyclic shift-
ing, thus certain frequency selectta ive fading features
are still retained in the generated data.

5.1.4 Rotation

Rotation augmentation shown in Fig. 4 (e) utilizes sine
and cosine functions to randomly rotate the eigenvec-
tor by a certain angle, which can be written as

Re {waug} = cos (θ) Re {w} − sin (θ) Im {w} ,
Im {waug} = sin (θ) Re {w}+ cos (θ) Im {w} ,

(12)

where Re{·} and Im{·} are the real and imaginary part
of the input, w is one subband eigenvector of the CSI
tensor W, θ is the rotation degree parameter which can
be different for defferent eigenvectors, respectively.

5.2 Loss Function Design

Loss function design is a significant factor affecting
the training. The minus cosine similarity and MSE
which are commonly used always fail to strictly satisfy
the final goal or unique features of the task, calling for
novel method for designing the loss function. Here,
we will give an introduction on enhanced loss function
design for DL-based CSI feedback.

5.2.1 Scoring Loss

Since the final goal of the task is the pursuit of a high
score according to (5), a design method can be directly
adapt the scoring indicator function as the loss func-
tion, i,e.,

L = −ρ, (13)

where ρ is the scoring function in (5) to evaluate the
accuracy of the CSI compression and recovery.

5.2.2 Quantization Error Compensation Loss

The quantization error can be up to half the quanti-
zation interval and are always unavoidable. Therefore
the quantization error compensation loss Lquant can be
designed to reduce the error between the vector before

China Communications 7



quantization v and the vector after dequantization v′

caused by quantization procedure, i.e.,

Lquant = Lbase(v,v
′), (14)

where Lbase is differentiable and can be implemented
using MSE, normalized MSE (NMSE) and so on, and
v and v′ are the input and output vectors of the quan-
tization layer, respectively. Note that the quantiza-
tion layer consisting of quantization and dequantiza-
tion processes is generally non-differentiable in math-
ematics, but can still be implemented during training
where same gradient is applied before and after the
quantization layer. The quantization error compen-
sation loss can be added to the original loss function
forming the global loss to enhance the recovery per-
formace, i.e.,

L = Loriginal + Lquant, (15)

where Loriginal = Lbase(Ŵ,Ŵ′) reduces the error be-
tween the original CSI Ŵ and the recovered CSI Ŵ′,
Lquant reduces the quantization error to further im-
prove the CSI recovery accuracy, and Lbase can also
be defined as MSE, NMSE, etc.

5.3 Training Strategy

5.3.1 Learning Rate Warm-up and Decay

Since the weights of the model are randomly initial-
ized, a large learning rate may bring instability and os-
cillation of the model at the beginning of training. The
warmup method can make the learning rate small dur-
ing the first several training epochs, where the model
can gradually become stable. After that, the train-
ing can continue under a learning rate set according
to certain strategies leading to a better convergence of
the model. One of the prevalent learning rate warmup
methods is the gradual warmup method, using which
the learning rate is updated by

αt =
t

Twarmup
αmax, (16)

where t ∈ [1, Twarmup] denotes the tth epoch, Twarmup

denotes the number of warm-up epochs, and αmax de-
notes the final warmed up learning rate, respectively.

Encoder 

Decoder 

BitStream

(512bits)

Encoder 

Decoder 

BitStream

(128bits)

Encoder 

Decoder 

BitStream

(48bits) 

Figure 5. Staged training for shrinking the number of feed-
back bits in different stages.

After warm-up, learning rate decay can be further
utilized which starts with the warmed up learning rate
αmax and then decaying it Tdecay epochs in subsequent
training. This can be beneficial for the optimization
and generalization of the model [29]. As an example,
the cosine decay strategy can be written as

αt = αmin +
1

2
(αmax − αmin)

·
(

1 + cos

(
(t− Twarmup)π

Tdecay

))
,

(17)

where t ∈ [Twarmup, Tdecay] denotes the tth epoch and
αmin represents the minimum values of the learning
rate, respectively.

5.3.2 Staged Training

Another training strategy referred to staged training
considers dividing the entire training procedure into
several stages. where different factors, e.g., loss func-
tion, batch size, learning rate, datasets, can be ad-
justed in different training stages. Hence the design
of the staged training is highly personalized. For ex-
ample, progressive resizing is a powerful staged train-
ing method in CV for improving the training efficiency
and effect, which gradually expands the size of image
in consequent training stages [30]. Similar idea can
also be applied in DL-based CSI feedback. As shown
in Fig. 5, one can train with a large number of feed-
back bits for certain epochs and then shrinks to smaller
feedback bits in the next re-training stage, in which
way a more effective and stable convergence can be
obtained.

8 China Communications
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Figure 6. Illustration of the method for multi-model ensem-
bling.

5.4 Model Ensemble

The model ensemble is another optional enhancing
method, which can integrate the ability of multiple
models and improve the accuracy performance of the
ensemble model during training or testing period. For
the method of model ensemble during testing pe-
riod as an example which is shown in Fig. 6. V

encoder-decoder pairs are constructed with different
conditions such as model structure, random seed and
batch size for training, etc. The V encoder-decoder
pairs are jointly implemented at the UE, wherein the
corresponding decoders are also adapted at BS. At
the UE side, the CSI W is firstly processed by V

encoder-decoder pairs obtaining encoded bitstreams
{s′1, . . . , s′V , } and the decoded CSI {W′

1, . . . ,W
′
V },

respectively. The decoded CSI can be utilized to select
the encoder-decoder pair with the best SGCS perfor-
mance, whose index is encoded by

b = C(j = arg max
1≤i≤V

ρ(W,W′
i)), (18)

where j denotes the index of best encoder-decoder
pair, C(·) denotes index encoding function and b ∈
{0, 1}dlogV

2 e represents the bitstream indicating the in-
dex of the best pair, respectively. The joint bitstream
for index and CSI, s = [bT, sT

j ]T is fed back to the
BS side, where the BS selects the decoder according
to b and decodes the CSI by the selected decoder, ob-
taining the final recovered CSI W′. The above model
ensemble method can combine the advantages of mul-
tiple models. However, deploying multiple encoder-
decoder pairs on the UE brings storage overhead at
the UE side and the feedback overhead for encoding
index. Moreover, considering a fixed number of to-
tal feedback bits M = dlogV

2 e + Ms, where dlogV
2 e

and Ms respectively represent the length of bits over-
head for encoding index and CSI tensor, the increasing
number of the total models V improves the diversity of
ability of the ensemble model, but decreases the length
of bits for encoding CSI Ms resulting in lower perfor-
mance of each single model. Thus the number of mod-
els V is the hyperparameter that needs to be carefully
tuned.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

6.1 SGCS Performance Comparison

In this section, the experimental results are provided
to verify the superiority of the EVCsiNet-T compared
with traditional TypeI (with mode 1) and eTypeII (with
the number of orthogonal beams L = 2 and 4) code-
book based methods [2], where the system parame-
ters are listed in Table 1. The i) channel data in 2nd
WAIC, and ii) link-level channel data of clustered de-
lay line (CDL) A and C with delay spread of 30 and
300 ns respectively, are considered. Moreover, the
embedding dimension, the number of basic blocks,
quantization bits, heads in multi-head attention layer
and scaling factor of hidden layer of EVCsiNet-T are
set to Ne = 512, Nb=10, B = 2, Nhead = 16 and
kh = 2, respectively. The cosine similarity loss func-
tion and the default adaptive momentum (Adam) op-
timizer with the learning rate of 0.001 are adopted to
train the EVCsiNet-T for 300 epochs.

Fig. 7, 8 and 9 show the SGCS performance com-
parison between EVCsiNet-T and traditional code-
book based TypeI and eTypeII methods over different
channels including CDL-A with delay spread of 30
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Figure 7. SGCS comparison on CDL-A30 for different so-
lutions.
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Figure 8. SGCS comparison on CDL-C300 for different
solutions.

ns (CDL-A30), CDL-C with delay spread of 300 ns
(CDL-C300), and the channel in 2nd WAIC. Note that
to reveal the superiority of the backbone itself the en-
hancing methods described in Section V are not imple-
mented in basic EVCsiNet-T in Fig. 7, 8 and 9. It can
be noticed that under low feedback overhead condition
the EVCsiNet-T with M = 32 and M = 48 outper-
form TypeI with M = 32 and eTypeII (L = 2) with
M = 49. As for the configuration of high feedback
overhead, the EVCsiNet-T with M = 120 also per-
forms higher SGCS than eTypeII (L = 4) with M =

128. Moreover, taking CDL-C300 as an example, the
EVCsiNet-T with M = 32 achieves ρ = 0.903 which
even outperforms the ρ = 0.868 of eTypeII (L = 4)
with higher feedback bits of M = 128. This indicates
that the EVCsiNet-T can significantly reduce the feed-
back overhead without the cost of performance loss
in comparison with traditional codebook based coun-

TypeI 32bits

EVCsiNet-T 32bits

TypeII (L=2) 49bits

EVCsiNet-T 48bits

TypeII (L=4) 128bits

EVCsiNet-T 120bits

Solution

S
G

C
S

0.9

0.8

1

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.548

0.791

0.702

0.843 0.853

0.914

Figure 9. SGCS comparison on the dataset in 2nd WAIC
for different solutions.

terparts. Meanwhile, three different types of channels
lead to different correlation features between subbands
in the frequency domain. This property can be well
exploited by EVCsiNet-T for CSI compression and re-
covery since the different subbands are treated as a se-
quence of inputs so that the cross-correlated features
can be extracted effectively by attention mechanism,
which further brings performance gain in comparison
with the traditional codebook solution with relative
bias in the selection of broadband beam group and sub-
band beams.

Beyond the superior performance of EVCsiNet-T
compared to the traditional codebook based methods,
there are also some enhancing schemes which can em-
power EVCsiNet-T and further improve the perfor-
mance of this backbone. For solving DL-based CSI
feedback, in 2nd WAIC there are six over top ten
teams use this backbone with various of enhancing
schemes introduced in Section V. Note that since the
effectiveness of enhancing scheme is different in the
case of different datasets, backbone hyperparameters
and joint implementation of enhancing schemes, the
simple evaluation of single enhancing scheme is rel-
atively unilateral. Therefore, in Table 2 we also pro-
vide the evaluation of good-performing solutions us-
ing various combinations of enhancement schemes on
the dataset in 2nd WAIC setting the number of feed-
back bits M = 48 and 128, and check mark indicates
the utilization of corresponding enhancing scheme.
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Table 2. Transformer based solutions with different enhancing schemes.

Solu-
tion
ID

SGCS
(48bits)

SGCS
(128bits)

Scheme
Data Augmentation Loss Function Design Training Strategy

Model
Ensemble

Noise
Injection

Flipping Shifting Rotation
Scoring

Loss

Quan.
Error

Compen-
sation

Learning
Rate

Warm-up
and

Decay

Staged
Training

1 0.877 0.938
√ √ √

2 0.865 0.935
√ √ √ √

3 0.850 0.930
√ √ √

4 0.849 0.922
√ √ √ √ √

5 0.843 0.922
√ √ √ √ √ √

6 0.842 0.921
√ √
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EVCsiNet-T 48bits

EVCsiNet-T 32bits

Figure 10. Link-level BLER performance comparison on
CDL-C300 for different solutions..

6.2 BLER Performance Comparison

As shown in Fig. 10 to further reveal the effectiveness
of the proposed method, the link-level block error rate
(BLER) performace comparison on CDL-C300 chan-
nels for different solutions is provided with the signal-
to-noise (SNR) from -1 to 6 dB over 104 realizations.
Moreover, without considering adaptive modulation
and coding, the modulation and coding scheme (MCS)
is configured as 19 [2]. The ideal channel estimation
is assumed where the BS knows the perfect CSI with
SGCS = 1. We can notice that the proposed EVCsiNet-
T with M = 120 can achieve BLER <10−3 with SNR
= 6 dB and significantly outperforms eTypeII of L = 4

with overhead of 128 bits. Moreover, the EVCsiNet-
T method can greatly reduce the feedback overhead
with similar BLER performance, since the EVCsiNet-
T with M = 48 and 32 slightly outperform eTypeII

L = 4 and 2 with feedback bits of 128 and 49, respec-
tively.

6.3 Complexity Analysis

The complexity analysis of EVCsiNet-T with the num-
ber of feedback bits M = 32, 48 and 120 is provided
in Table 3 from the perspective of floating point oper-
ations (FLOPs) and trainable parameters.

Table 3. FLOPs and number of trainable parameters.

M
FLOPs (×107) Trainable Par. (×107)

Encoder Decoder Encoder Decoder
32 4.2099 4.2099 2.1107 2.1108
48 4.2111 4.2111 2.1113 2.1114
120 4.2166 4.2166 2.1141 2.1142

Obviously, the EVCsiNet-T with M = 32 requires
8.4198 × 107 FLOPs for inference. Since the feed-
back delay of the existing communication system is
required to be less than 1 ms, the inference time using
a common device of NVIDIA Tesla V100 SXM2 with
double-precision performance of 7.8 × 1012 floating
point operations per second (FLOPS) can theoretically
be 10.8 µs which meets the requirement well. It can
also be noticed that the FLOPs and trainable param-
eters are quite close for different number of feedback
bits, which indicates that the the inference time can not
be affected too much by different number of feedback
bits.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first give a description of the frame-
work of CSI feedback and its corresponding channel
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model involved in the 2nd WAIC. Then a Transformer
backbone for CSI feedback referred to EVCsiNet-T is
proposed. Moreover, a series of enhancement schemes
in 2nd WAIC including i) data augmentation, ii) loss
function design, iii) training strategy, and iv) model
ensemble are introduced. The experimental results
involving the comparison between EVCsiNet-T and
traditional codebook methods over different channels
are further provided, which show the advanced per-
formance and a promising prospect of Transformer on
CSI feedback problem. Since the significance and in-
dispensability of interpretable ML in the AI-enhanced
wireless communication, we will study on this field
with more theoretical interpretation and analysis in fu-
ture research. Finally we sincerely hope that this ar-
ticle and 2nd WAIC can broaden the thinking and in-
sights for interested researchers.
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